IS CLEAN CODE
YOUR SPECIALTY?
We are looking for a talented

Full Stack Software Engineer (M/F/D)

WHO WE ARE
Triple A Internetshops GmbH is one of the leading
e-commerce companies in Europe which serves
over 18.000.000 customers and employs more
than 500 people worldwide. This includes shops
like www.eis.de, www.satisfyer.com, www.bilder.de,
www.druckerzubehoer.de, and a multitude of
other. The constant striving for further development and optimization is clear in the focus of all
our businesses and is a fundamental component
of our economic success.
WHAT WE OFFER
To further strengthen the growth of the Triple A
family we insource IT competencies at our new
Technology Hub at the heart of Kyiv. There,
you will become a part of young and dynamic
team, working on exciting, challenging and
far-reaching projects. You closely collaborate
with our experienced international product teams
in an agile environment. Our working atmosphere
is modern, outstanding office located within the
Business Centre Creative State of Arsenal. Our
benefits include versatile and flexible working
hours, medical insurance, sport and cultural
activities – team building events.
ROLE
·A
 s Full stack Software Engineer you will be at
the heart of software engineering practices,
designing architecture, work with backend and
front end parts, design core functionally & databases, introduce ongoing enhancements for multiple e-commerce web shops and mobile devices
RESPONSIBILITIES
·A
 s a full stack developer you create comprehensive digital solutions for our business success by
covering the full stack of technologies to integrate
user-facing elements with server side logic
·Y
 ou collaborate as part of a crossfunctional team
with multiple stakeholders and develop innovative user facing features for our e-commerce
shops and mobile applications
·D
 evelop, extend and maintain web-based PHP
software applications, plug-ins and modules for
our e-commerce shops and internal business
application
·T
 ransfer layouts from our Design department into
shop specific content and templates
·W
 rite well designed, testable, efficient code by
using best software development practices

· Integrate data from various back-end services,
3rd Party API, and databases
· Implement and maintain automated unit and
integration tests
· Create and maintain software documentation
YOUR PROFILE
· 4+ years of commercial software engineering
experience as full stack software engineer
· Proven software development experience in
Object Oriented Programming with PHP and
e-commerce software
· Deep expertise within modern Web 2.0 Applications and programming languages (HTML 5,
CSS 3, JavaScript, SAA/SCSS, jQuery and
other Java Script Frameworks)
· Experience with PHP MVC frameworks (e.g.,
Symfony) and template engines like Twig, Smarty
· Proficient in MySQL and writing of optimized
SQL Queries
· Hands on experience with Web Services (REST,
SOAP, etc.) and integration of Backend Systems
· Proficient knowledge of code versioning and
modern collaboration tools (GIT, Jira, Confluence,
are desirable)
· A curious and flexible personality with strong
analytical and problem-solving skills
· Ability to write in a clear and concise manner and
to communicate effectively in English or German
· Experience in project planning, Agile development practices, preferably Scrum
HOW TO APPLY
To apply, send your cover letter (including
salary expectations) and resume to e-mail:
recruiting-kyiv@aaa-gth.com, using the subject
line “Full Stack Software Engineer (m/f/d).”
Triple A Technology Hub Kyiv LLC,
Kyiv, Mosovska str. 8,
Business Centre Creative State
part of Triple A Internetshops GmbH
Lenkwerk 3, 33609 Bielefeld, Germany

